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ABSTRACT 
Let f2 be a measure space and Lo~ be the Banach algebra of all essentially bounded measurable 
scalar functions defined on I2. In the present paper we study so-called Banach M-spaces X such as 
Banach Loo-modules of Rm-valued measurable functions in the vector-valued case m > 1. We present 
with complete proofs the new technical tool via so-called representative families (of m measurable 
functions) for X which is necessary for constructing correctly the theory of Banach M-spaces X of 
ff~m-valued functions with m > 1. We emphasize main new moments in proving basic theorems for 
Banach M-spaces of Rm-valued functions with m > 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our present research devotes to present with complete proofs the new technical 
tool via so-called representative families (of m measurable Rm-valued functions) 
which are necessary for constructing correctly the theory of Banach M-spaces 
(Banach L~-modules) of •m-valued functions with m > 1. In the present paper 
we shall also emphasize main new moments in proving basic theorems for Ba- 
nach M-spaces of Rm-valued functions with m > 1. 
Let us give some definitions for explaining motivations of the present paper. 
Let Y2 be a measure space, E be a Banach space, and Lo~ = Lo~(Y2, •) be the 
Banach algebra of all essentially bounded measurable scalar-valued functions 
defined on f2. A Banach space X of measurable E-valued functions x : ~ ~ E 
with norm II'llx is called a Banach M-space if it is a Banach Lo~-module, i.e. if 
x E X and a E L~ imply that ax E X and IIc~xllx -< II~IIL~ Ilxllx. 
In the scalar-valued case d imE = 1 one can easily check that Banach M- 
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spaces X of E-valued functions are just classical Banach lattices with monotone 
norm, i.e. i f x  E X and y is a measurable scalar function and lY(S)l <_ Ix(s)l al- 
most everywhere (a.e.) then y E X and Ilyllx -< Ilxllx. The theory of such lattices 
together with historical commentaries can be found e.g. in W.A.J. Luxemburg 
and A.C. Zaanen [6], P.P. Zabrejko [15], and M. V/ith [14], and is based on the 
analysis of the cone X ÷ of nonnegative functions of X as well as on the natural 
ordering enerated by X + as X = X + - X +. 
In the vector-valued case dim E > 1, a Banach M-space X of E-valued func- 
tions is not a semi-ordered space (in any standard sense), and is not a space 
with cone (in the sense e.g. of M.G. Krein). In such a case no technical tools 
existing up to the present in the function space theory can be applicable for con- 
structing correctly a theory of such M-spaces X. 
Furthermore, one cannot hope for the existence of a rich theory of Banach 
M-spaces of E-valued functions with dim E = +c~, since M. V~ith [14, Example 
3.1.2, page 31] shows that for every fixed E with dim E = +~ there exists some 
Banach M-space X0 of E-valued functions uch that X0 is not continuously em- 
bedded into the metric space of all measurable E-valued functions, equipped 
with the convergence in measure [in M. V/ith [14] it has also shown that many 
other classical theorems for Banach lattices of R-valued functions will not valid 
for general Banach M-spaces of E-valued functions with dim E -- +oo]. 
It is interesting that there exists a rich theory of Banach M-spaces of Rm-va -
lued functions with m > 1, but for constructing correctly this theory one need a 
new technical tool. 
In the recent notes [7, 8] we introduced the new mathematical notion, viz. that 
of so-called m-units (specific measurable multifunctions) and there we an- 
nounced without proofs main results for the new technical tool via m-units. 
Therein we informed that as by-product of this technical tool we succeeded to 
find, in particular all correct proofs for the results on Banach M-spaces of R m- 
valued functions with m > 1 which were announced without proofs before by us 
in the notes [10, 16]. 
The above results announced without proofs on Banach M-spaces (as well as 
on m-units) have had various effective applications recently in the theory of 
systems of 'strongly nonlinear' integral / partial differential equations / inclu- 
sions with nonlinearities having arbitrary anisotropic growth in different spa- 
tial directions (see references in [1, 9]) and in the generalized capacity / em- 
bedding theories of the anisotropic Sobolev-like space Wx(I2) (modelled by a 
Banach M-space X on ~2 C R m with m > 2) of functions z : ~2 ~ R, equipped 
with norm Ilzll Wx doj ilgra d zH x = II(Oz/Osl,..., Oz/Osm)llx (see V.S. Klimov 
[51). 
For the purpose of the present paper we shall re-present several non-trivial 
technical results (see Theorems 3.1-3.3 in Section 3) with their complete proofs 
only for 'simple orthogonal polyhedron-valued" / 'ball-valued' m-units in the 
framework of the equivalent much more natural notion of representative families 
(of m measurable Rm-valued functions) for M-spaces X with m > 1. Remember 
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that the contents of both equivalent notions were used in the first proofs of the 
author for results of Banach M-spaces. 
The plan of the present paper is the following one. In Section 1 we shall give 
first notions concerning Banach M-spaces /M-spaces X of Rm-valued func- 
tions as well as the technical tool via representative families (of m measurable 
Rm-valued functions) for M-spaces X. In Section 2 we shall formulate basic 
theorems (see Theorems 2.1-2.7) on Banach M-spaces of Rm-valued measurable 
functions without using associate / dual spaces in the vector-valued case m > 1 
(results via using associate / dual spaces will be given in our subsequent paper). 
In Section 4 we shall emphasize main new moments in proving the results of 
Section 2. These proofs rely crucially on the technical results from Section 3 
(see Theorems 3.1-3.3) whose proofs will be collected in Section 5. 
1. NOTIONS CONCERNING BANACH M-SPACES / M-SPACES 
1.1. Not ions for Banach M-spaces / M-spaces 
Let I2 be an arbitrary set, 2[ be some ~r-algebra of subsets of g2, and # be a 
complete countable additive and c~-finite measure on 2[, and/z, be a fixed finite 
measure equivalent o # (this equivalent relation means that #(D)= 0 
#,(D) = 0). The notation C = D (mod 0) means that #((C\D) U (D\C)) = O. 
Denote by •m the m-dimensional Euclidean space equipped with the scalar 
product (., .) and the norm II " II- Denote by A ± the orthogonalcomplementation 
of A, and by Lin A the linear hull of A in R m. Denote by B,, the closed unit ball of 
R m, and by OBm its boundary. 
A set A/" of measurable functions x : s2 ~ R m is called L~-invariant i fx  C A; 
and IlallL~ < 1 imply that ax E A/'. A linear set X of measurable functions 
x : f2 ~ ff~m is called a M-space (L~-module) if it is L~-invariant hat is 
equivalent o the condition: the inclusions x E X and a E L~ imply that 
ax E X. A normed space X of measurable functions x : I2 ~ R" with norm 
11 []x is called a normed M-space (under the other name, normed L~-module, 
pre-ideal* space [14]) if it is a M-space and the norm [['llx is a L~-monotone 
functional on X in the sense: II~xllx _ Ilxllx (llc~llL~ -< 1, x E X). A complete 
normed M-space X is called a Banach M-space (under the other name, Banach 
L~-module, ideal* space [14]). 
The regular part X ° of a normed M-space X is defined such as the closed 
normed M-subspace of all measurable functions x E X with absolutely con- 
tinuous norm (under the other name, equi-continuous norm), i.e. 
(1) X°~f{xeX:  lim I l loxl lx:O},  
#, (D)---, 0 
where lo denotes the characteristic function of a measurable set D. I f  X = X °, 
then X is called a regular space. 
A set A/" c X is called having uniformly absolutely continuous norms, or 
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shortly, with u.a.c, norms (under the other names, having equi-continuous norms, 
or equi-integrable in the case X = Lp), if 
(2) lim sup II1oxll~ = 0. 
#,(D)---+O xE.N" 
The relation (2) is equivalent to the condition: for every ~ > 0 there exist a 
number 6 > 0 and a set De such that 
(3) sup II1oxllx <_ ~ (#(D) < 6), #(De) < +cx~, sup II lmD:ll x ___ c. 
xEA/" xEA/" 
A set.M c X is called absolutely bounded if it is a bounded set with u.a.c, norms. 
Note that the (generalized 'non-solid') Orlicz space 0-M = U-M(I2, R m) with the 
Luxemburg norm IlxllL,, = inf{A > 0 : fa M(x(s)/A)d#(s) < 1}, is a promi- 
nent example of a Banach M-space, where M : ~m ---+ [0, (30] is an arbitrary 
Young (even and convex) function (see references e.g. in [9, 11]). Other im- 
portant examples of Banach M-spaces are the Lorentz space and the Marcin- 
kiewicz space which are modelled by means of n_~t (see V. S. Klimov [5]). 
1.2. Technical notions via representative families of M-spaces 
Given a M-space X, a family G = {Ul,... ,urn} of rn measurable W~-valued 
functions ul , . . . ,  Um is called a representative family for X, if Ilu;(s)l[ --- [luj(s)ll 
(s E supp ui n supp uj) and ui(s) _1_ uj(s) (i ¢ j )  and the following conditions 
hold: 
(4) u l , . . . ,um E X, 
(5) x E l supo 6X ~ x(s) E Lin {ul (s),.- . ,  urn(s)} (s E supp G). 
By the definition of the M-space X the condition (4) is obviously equivalent to 
i=m U the fact that ~i=1 ( i L~)  C X. By the rather simple Lemma 3.1/(2) the re- 
presentability for X of the family G = {Ul 'm'' '  Urn} is equivalent to saying by us 
dei i=m [7, 8] that the multifunction b: g2~2 R , s~b(s )= ~i=~ [-1,1]ui(s), is a 
'simple orthogonal polyhedron-valued' semi-unit / m,-unit of X. 
Given a family G =- {ul,. "',urn} C X of a M-space X, we define the L~- 
norm-type functional II'IIL~(G) : X ~ [0, +~]  by 
IIx[IL~/o/dof inf{A > 0: x(s) E Ai~ m [-1, 1]ui(s)} = 
(6) i :1 
= esssup ~G(s,x(s)) = 
sE~l 
where the Minkowski gauge function ~6:~2 × R" -+ [0, +~]  is defined by 
i=m 
(7) ~a(s ,u )~f in f{A>O:uEA~ [-l,l]ui(s)}. 
i=1 
1.3. The notion of the inf-fnnctional I[ " II x generated by a normed M-space X 
Denote by S(~ m) = S(  f~, ~rn) the complete metric vector space of all (classes of 
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equivalent) measurable functions x : #2 ~ ~m, equipped with the metric con- 
vergence generated by the F-norm 
IIx(s)ll d#,(s). 
(8) IlXlls = f 1 + I[x(s)lI f2 
Remember [3, 4] that the convergence (resp., the boundedness) in the metric 
II'lls is equivalent to the convergence in the measure #, [equivalently, the con- 
vergence in # on each D with #(D) < +c~] (resp., the boundedness in #,). 
We introduce the so-called inf-functional I1.11 x on S(SL R) generated by a 
normed M-space X by 
(9) II~llX%f inf{llxllx : X ~ x ,  x(s) ~ o~(s)OBm) =
=inf£ l lx l l x  : x ~ x ,  Ilx(s)ll _> I~(s)l}. 
We point out that the inf-functional I1.11 x is, generally in the ease m _> 2, not a 
norm on the vector lattice H = {a E S(f2, R) : Ilall x < oo}, since in the case 
m _> 2 generally one has only the inequality II~l + ~211 x -< C{ll~lll x + 11~211 x} 
for some constant C > 1 (e.g. C = 2 for the Euclidean orm in R"). Note that 
I1~11 x = IIc~g,,ll x where IIc~nmll x is the value of the inf-functional defined by us 
in [8] for the so-called 'ball-valued m-unit' b = aBm. 
1.4. The measurability of multifunetions 
A multifunction b: f2 ~ 2Rm\{0} is called measurable, if {s: b(s) n A ¢ {(~}} E
for each open subset A of R m. More informations about measurable multi- 
functions can be found e.g. in the book [2]. Let us to point that it is easy to check 
that all multifunctions used in the present paper are measurable. 
2. BASIC RESULTS OF BANACH M-SPACES WITH m > 1 
Theorem 2.1. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a normed M-space, and Xl , )(2 C S(R m) 
Banach M-spaces. Then, 
(1) Ira sequence x~ C X --+ x E X in X-norm, then xk --* x in the measure #.; 
(2) Ira sequence Xk E X is X-norm-Cauchy, then x~ is Cauchy in #. and con- 
verges in #, to some function x C s(Rm); 
(3) X is continuously imbedded into S(R m) and the unit ball of X is bounded in 
S(R m) (equivalently, bounded in #,); 
(4) I f  X1 is algebraically embedded into X2, then X1 is continuously embedded 
into X2. 
A normed M-space is said to be having the Riesz-Fischer property if for every 
sequence of X satisfying the inequality ~k~_l Ilxk[I < +c~, the series ~ff= l Xk 
converges in S(R m) and the function x= ~=1 )Ok belongs to X and 
[IXllx < y~k~_l HXkHx < +oo and )--~= 1 x~ converges to x in norm of X. 
Theorem 2.2. Let m > 1, X C S(~ m) be a normed M-space. Then X is complete 
(i.e. is a Banach M-space) if and only if it has the Riesz-Fischer property. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a Banach M-space. Then a sequence 
Xk E X ° ---* x in X-norm if and only if Xk --+ x in #. and the set {Xk : k C ~} has 
uniformly absolutely continuous norms (2), or equivalently, {xk : k E ~} is abso- 
lutely bounded. 
Theorem 2.4. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a Banach M-space. Then a set NC X ° is 
pre-compact (resp., compact) in X if and only if N is pre-compact (resp., com- 
pact) in #. and N has uniformly absolutely continuous norms (2), or equivalently, 
N is absolutely bounded. 
Theorem 2.5. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a Banach M-space. Then X ° is separable 
if and only if the restriction of the measure # on supp X ° is a separable measure. 
Theorem 2.6. Let m > 1, X C S(~ m) be a Banach M-space. Then X is separable 
if and only if X is regular and the restriction of the measure # on supp X is a se- 
parable measure. 
Theorem 2.7. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a Banach M-space, G -- {ul,- - •, Um} the 
representative family for X ° with supp G = supp X ° obtained in Theorem 3.2, and 
~G the function (7). Then NC X ° is absolutely bounded if and only if there exists a 
strictly increasing (continuous) function ~ : [0, +o¢) ~ [0, +oo) with ~(0) = O, 
hlimoo~(h) = q-(x) such that sup ll~(~G( ,x( )))x(.)l lx < +~.  
x ~-Jv 
3. TECHNICAL RESULTS WITH m > 1 
First, we formulate the following simple Lemmas 3.1-3.2. 
Lemma 3.1. Let m > 1, a, h be measurable multifunctions whose values are non- 
empty closed subsets of R m, X C S(R m) a M-space (resp., a normed M-space), 
and G = {Zl,. •.,  Zq} a family of q functions zifrom X. Then 
(1) For each measurable function z with z(s) E a(s) + b(s) there exist measur- 
able functions x, y such that z(s) = x(s) + y(s), x(s) E a(s), y(s) E b(s); 
i=q (2) For each measurable function z with z(s) E ~ i= 1 [ -1,  1]zi(s) there exists q 
functions Ol i C Loo such that z(s) i=q ~- ~-'~i= 10Q(S)Zi(s) and supp oli C supp zi, 
IIc~ellL~ -< 1, andso z E X (resp., and II1Dzllx _ ~- -q  II1Dzillxfor O c ?l). 
Lemma 3.2. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a normed M-space, and G = {ul,. • •, urn} 
a representative family for Xsuch that Ilui(s)ll = 1 (s ~ supp ui) Then 
(lO) x c lsupp Gx ~ ~(s ,  x(s)) ~ IIx(s)ll ~ v/--m~G(S, x(s)) (s ~ supp G), 
(11) 
X C lsuppGX====~ Ilxllx ~ ~ I luil lxllxllL~(~l : 
i=l 
(~  m 
= Iluillx) inf{A > 0:  x = A)--~ oLiui, II~illL~ - 1). 
i=1 i=l  
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Theorem 3.1. Let m > 1, X E S(R m) be a M-space. Then 
(1) For every A C supp X with #.(A) # 0 there exists a representative family 
G= {ul , " ' ,Um} for X such that suppGcA,  #. (suppG)  #0,  Ilul(S)ll = 
. . . .  llUmo (S)II = 1 (S E supp G) and Ilui(s)II = 0 (i ¢ { 1, . . . ,  mo}) for some mo; 
(2) There exist a sequence of representative families Gn = {Ul~, . . . , Umn} for X 
such that the sets suppGn are mutually disjoint, Un~__l suppGn = 
supp X (moO 0), [lul.(s)ll . . . . .  IlUm<.),.(S)II : 1 (s E supp Gn) and Ilui.(s)ll = 
o (s E supp G~, i ~ {1,- . .  ,m(n)})forsomem(n).  
The proof  of  Theorem 3.2 relies crucially on Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let m > 1, X C S(~ m) be a Banach M-space. Then there exist a 
representative family G --- {u l , . . . ,  Urn} for X with supp G = supp X and se- 
quences of mutually disjoint measurable sets (2n and of numbers dn E (0, oo) such 
that supp X = Un~__l J2, (mod 0), IlUl(S)ll . . . . .  Ilu~<.)(s)ll : an (S E f2n) and 
Ilue(s)ll -- 0 (s E S2., i ~ {1,- . .  ,m(n)})forsomem(n) ,  and 
(12) x E X~d~G(s,x(s) )  ~ IIx(s)ll ~ dnv~G(s,x(s)) (s E ~) ,  
m 
(13) x~ x ~ [Ixllx ~ E IluillxllxllL~<C). 
i=1  
Theorem 3.3. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a normed M-space and II -II x the inf- 
functional (9) defined for a E S(Y2, R). Then the equality IlallX = 0 implies 
#, (supp a) = O. 
The following Lemma 3.3 is simple. 
Lemma 3.3. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a normed M-space, II II x the inf-func- 
tional (9) defined for a E S(J2, R). Then 
(1) I fDl  C 02 with DI,D2 E 91, then [ll~,all x ___ II1~2~11 x.  
(2) I f  Do ~-- ~jj= 1 Dj, Dj E 91, p E N, then II lo0~ll x - < ~=lP I[ lojall x. 
The following Corol lary 3.1 is a crucial Corol lary of  Theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 3.1. Let m > 1, X C S(R m) be a normed M-space, [1 • ]l x the inf-func- 
tional (9), and Dk E 91 (k E •). Then, ~imll l~kl l  x :- 0 ~ ~imu, (Ok)  :- o. 
The following Lemma 3.4 is simple. 
Lemma 3.4. Let m > 1. Suppose that either X c S(R m) is a Banach M-space 
with its representative family G= {ul , ' " ,Um} obtained in Theorem 3.2, or 
X C S(R m) is a M-space with the sequence of its representative families 
Gn = {Uln,"" ,Umn} obtained in Theorem 3.1/(2), d, E (0, ~) ,  G = {Ul, . . .  ,Um} 
is defined by ui(s) = d, ui, (s) for s E supp G,~ -- 0 otherwise, and the function ~a is 
defined in (7). Then 
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(1) The convergence of (Xk}ke~ C X in #, is equivalent o l im #,(s  E 
supp X : ~G(S, Xk(S) -- Xt(S)) > h} = 0 (Vh > 0); 
(2) The boundedness of a set A/" c X in #, is equivalent to 
su~ #,{s E supp X:  ~(s ,  x(s)) > h} ~ 0 (h -~ +oo). 
4. MAIN  NEW MOMENTS IN  PROVING THE RESULTS OF  SECT ION 2 WITH m > 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1/(1). First, suppose Ilxk -x l l x  ~ 0 (k ~ ~).  Set hk(s)~f 
IlXk(S) - x(s)ll. We must show that hg --, 0 in measure #.. 
Let us to point out again that the vector lattice H with I111 x defined after the 
formula (9) is, generally in the case m _> 2, not a normed space (so is not a 
normed vector lattice / pre-ideal space [14]), and so one cannot deduce from 
the classical (m = 1)-version of Theorem 2.1/(1) (see e.g. [14, Lemma 3.1.2, 
Theorem 3.1.1]) that hk ~ 0 in measure #., although Ilhkll X _< IIx~ -x l l x  ~ O. 
Later on we shall mimic the proof of this (m = 1)-version, but for the inf- 
functional I['ll x- 
Fix an arbitrary positive number c. Given e > 0, denote by k0 a number such 
that Ilxk -x l l x  < c~ for k > k0. Put D~f{s  E supp X; hk(s) > c}. Then by the 
L~-monotone property of norm of X, we get that k>k0 
x~LS_E II l~ll x < II1D~ h~ liT < II ~-x  - -  -- -7- -1Ix --< e, and therefore, II1~11 x ~ 0. Hence,  by 
Corollary 3.1 of the technical Theorem 3.3 for the inf-functional I1.11 x, we get 
~, ( Dk ) ~ O. So, hk ~ 0 in measure #,. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1/(2)-(4). Theorem 2.1/(2)-(4) follows standardly from 
Theorem 2.1/(1) (whose proof was based on the technical Theorem 3.3) together 
with Banach's closed graph theorem [3]. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By using Theorem 2.1/(3) proven by using the technical 
Theorem 3.3, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is analogous to this one for the classical 
case m = 1 (see [6, 15, 14]). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2,3. Let G = {Ul , . - .  ,Um} be the representative family with 
supp G = supp X ° for the Banach M-space X ° obtained in the technical Theo- 
rem 3.2. Suppose that xk E X ° ~ x in #, and {Xk}kc~ has uniformly absolutely 
continuous norms (2). Then, given h > 0, by Lemma 3.4/(1), klim #,(Dklh) = 0 
. -- def  r - o 
wnere/-&lh = ts ~ supp a : ~G(S,x~(s) -- xt(s)) > h}.We hax;e that IlXk - xzllx 
<_ [ll~upp XO\Dk,h(xk-- xz)l]x + lllD~thxkl[x + lllD~thxll[x. Since {Xk}kc~ satisfies 
(2), by (13) then ,ljm Ilxk - xzllx <_ h~m=l Iluellx + 0 + 0. Therefore, {xk}keN 
is X-norm-Caucl~tln X, and so Xk converges in X-norm to some z ~ X. By 
Theorem 2.1/(1) proven by the technical Theorem 3.3, we get z = x. 
Via using Theorem 2.1/(1) proven by the technical Theorem 3.3 together with 
Lemma 3.1/(2), the converse statement is proven analogously such as in the 
classical case m = 1 (see [6, 15, 14]). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.4 follows standardly such as in the classical 
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case m = 1 (see [6, 15, 14]) from the following theorems: Riesz-HausdortTs 
theorem [3] on pre-compact sets in a complete metric space, Theorem 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.1/(3) whose proofs were based on the technical Theorems 3.2- 
3.3. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Suppose that X ° is separable. By the X-norm complete- 
ness o fX  ° we can find some function u E X ° with supp u = supp X ° (via using 
e.g. Lemma 5.1). Then P(u) ae--f{a E S(~,R)  : suppa  C supp X°,au E X °} 
with norm Ila]lp(u) de3 [[OlUHx is a regular Banach lattice / ideal space [14], and 
also P(u)-norm-separable. Therefore, # is a separable measure on supp P(u) = 
supp X ° according to the (m = 1)-version of this Theorem [4, 6, 15]. 
Conversely, assume that the restriction of # on supp X ° is a separable mea- 
sure. Via using the representative family G= {Ul,'",Um} with suppG= 
supp X ° for the Banach M-space X ° obtained in the technical Theorem 3.2 to- 
gether with Lemma 3.1/(2), one can simply reduce the proof of the X-norm 
separability of X ° to the proof of the P(ui)-norm separability of the sets P(ui). 
But for each i the set P(ui) is P(ui)-norm-separable according to the (m = 1)- 
version of this Theorem [4, 6, 15]. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. By using Theorem 2.5 proven by the technical Theorem 
3.2 the proof then is analogous to this one for the classical case m = 1 (see [4, 6, 
15]). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Let G = {ul , . - - ,  urn} be the representative family with 
supp G = supp X ° for the Banach M-space X ° obtained in the technical Theo- 
rem 3.2. First, assume that A c c X ° is absolutely bounded. Then A/is bounded 
in X-norm. Hence, by Theorem 2.1/(3) proven by the technical Theorem 3.3 
together with Lemma 3.4/(2), hi ira xSUpN#,[Dxh]=0 where Dxh~f{sE 
suppX°:~(s ,x(s) )  >h}.  Therefore by (2) for A/, l im ~(h)=0 where 
~(h) ~f SUPxeH IlloxhxIIx. By using Theorem 2.2 proven byusing the technical 
Theorem 3.3, we can mimic the proof of the (m = 1)-version of this Theorem 
(see P. P. Zabrejko [15, Theorem 9/(3)]). Indeed, we can find then a strictly in- 
creasing number sequence hi (h0 = 0) such that ~i%o k~(hi)< +cx~, and a 
strictly increasing number sequence 6i > 0 such that 6i ~ +~ (i ~ ~)  
and ~i~=l 6i~(hi-l) < +~.  Let ~ be any strictly increasing (continuous) func- 
tion defined on [0, +cx~) such that ~(0) = 0 and ~l'(hi) = 6i (i = 1,2,.. .).  Then 
hfim~(h) = +c~. Fix x E.A/" and put Exi = {s E supp X ° : hi-1 < 
~a(s, x(s)) < hi} (i = 1,2,.. -). Then by the Lop-monotone property of X-norm 
and the Riesz-Fischer property of the Banach M-space X (from Theorem 2.2) 
we have that x E A~ ~ II+(~(',x(')))x(')llx_ ~e:a IIl~x,+(~(',x(')))x(')llx 
Note that the converse statement is simply proven. [] 
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5. PROOFS OF THE TECHNICAL RESULTS OF SECTION 3 WITH m > 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.1/(1). Note that the values of the multifunction 
s ~ (z(s) -a(s))  n b(s) are 'non-empty closed' subsets of R m and it is a 'mea- 
surable' multifunction, and so by the known Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski 
measurable selection theorem [2, Theorem III.6], there exists y E S(R m) such 
that y(s) E (z (s ) -  a(s))N b(s). Then x(s )~fz (s ) -  y(s) E a(s). Lemma 3.1/(1) 
follows. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.1/(2). All statements of Lemma 3.1/(2) follow immediately 
from Lemma 3.1/(1) by using the definition of the M-space X (resp., the 
normed M-space X). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. All statements of Lemma 3.2 follow simply from Lemma 
3.1/(2) by using the definition of the representative family G = {ul , . . - ,  u,n} 
for the normed M-space X together with the following property for the 
orthonormed family of non-zero vectors from {ul(s),'",Um(S)} in the Eu- 
i=m clidean space Am: Bm M Lin {Ul(S),... ,urn(s)} C ~'~i=l [-1, 1]ui(s) C x/-mBmM 
Lin {Ul(S),'",Um(S)}. [] 
We need the following simple Lemma 5.1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let m > l, X c S(R m) be a M-space, and AcsuppX with 
#,(A) ~0.  Then there exists a function uo E X such that suppu0 CA, 
#,(supp u0) ~ 0, and Ilu0(s)ll = 1 (s E supp uo). 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Note that supp laX = A. Since #,(A) # 0, there exists 
x0 E laX such that #,(supp x0) # 0. We can choose a sufficiently small number 
do > 0 such that #,(Do) ¢ 0 where Do = {s:llxo(s)ll > do}. Put Uo(S) = 
xo(s)/IIx0(s) II (s E O0), --- 0 otherwise. Then, by the definition of the M-space X, 
uo satisfies all conditions in Lemma 5.1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1/(1). Let X1 aef X. By Lemma 5.1 there exists x I E -~1 such 
that supp xl C A and #,(supp xl) ¢ 0 and Ilxl(s)ll = 1 (s ~ supp xt). Consider 
the new M-space )(2 where 
(14) x2~f{x E lsuppxlX1 : x(s) E [Lin {xt(s)}]±}. 
If #,(supp X2) = 0, then put Xj. = xj = 0 (j >__ 2). If/z,(supp )(2) ~ 0, by Lemma 
5.1 for X2 there exists x2 E X2 such that supp 12 C supp )(2 c supp Xl and 
#,(supp X2)def ~ 0 and IIx2(s)ll = 1 (s ~ supp x2). Consider the new M-space X3 
where )(3 = {x E lsuppx2X2 : x(s) E [Lin {Xl(S),X2(S)}]±}. Continuing this 
process of constructing Xj and xj E Xj C X, we get that there exists mo with 
1 < mo < m such that supp Xmo C supp Xmo-1 C • • • C supp Xl C A C supp X 
with #, (supp Xmo) ~ 0, Xj" = 0 and xj = 0 (j >_ mo + 1), Ilxi(s)I[ -: 1 (s E supp xi), 
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xi(s) _1_ xy(s) (s E supp Xi fq supp xy, i ~j) ,  and x(s) E [Lin {xl(s),. . .  ,xy(s)}] ± 
(VX E X j+ I  C lsuppxyXj), 
Put B --- supp Xmo and ui = 1BXi. From our construction, by the definition of 
the M-space X, for proving Theorem 3.1/(1) we remain to show the condition 
(5) for the family G = {Ul,.. . ,  urn}. 
For proving (5), we fix x E lsupp oX = laX. Since supp x c B C supp xl, the 
function x with respect o Xl, Xl, is uniquely represented (see Lemma 3.1/(1)) in 
the form X(S)=Otl(S)XI(S)-~ZI(S), where al E S(f2, ff~) and suppal ,  
supp Zl c supp x and zl E S(R m) with zl (s) E [Lin {xl (s)}] J-. Therefore, 
1 al(S) 1 
(15) 1 + [a,(s)[ x(s) - 1 ~- F~I(S)[ xl(s) + 1 + lat(s)l zl(s)" 
By the Loo-invariant property of X, the functions s~y2(s)  = ~x(s )  and 
s~- -~y3(s ) - -=~Xl (S )  belong to X. Hence (15) implies that the function 
s ~ yj (s) d_ef l+lal(s)lZl(S) =y2(s)- -y3(s)  belongs to X. Since suppyl  C B C 
suppxl ,  then YlE)(2.  If m0>2,  again we have suppy lCsuppxcBc  
supp x2, and continuing this process for Yl with respect o )(2, x2, and so on by m0 
times we obtain the representation /3(s)x(s)=/31(S)Xl ( s )+. . .  +/3mo(S)Xmo(S), 
such that ~, ~i E S(O, R), supp/3 = F2 D B, supp/3i C supp x C B. Hence, 
x(s) E laLin{xl (s) , . . . ,  Xmo(S)}, and then the condition (5) for G follows. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1/(2). Theorem 3.1/(2) follows immediately from Theorem 
3.1/(1) by using the well-known rather simple 'Exhaustion Principle' in the 
measure theory [3] applied to the finite measure #.. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1/(2). To see this, 
let Gn = {uln,'",Umn} be the sequence of representative families for X ob- 
def • • . tained in Theorem 3.1/(2) such that the sets S2n = supp Gn are mutually &sjomt 
and [_Jn~=l supp G, = supp X(mod 0) and [lui,(s)[[ = 1 (s E supp uin). Define 
G = {ul , - . . ,  urn} by putting ui(s) = dnuin(s) (s E ~2n) and = 0 otherwise, where 
-- def 
an -- (1 + ~m= 1 Ilui, l lx)-12 -". By our construction (and by Lemmas 3.1/(2)-3.2) 
we remain to show the condition (4), i,e. ui E X. 
For this end, put zik de=f ~n<k lt2,Ui. Then zik is X-norm-Cauchy. By com- 
pleteness of X, zik converges in X-norm to some zi E X. Put Dp = I.J,_<p ~2n. By 
the inequality for L~-monotone norm, [[1op(zik--=i)llx < Ilzik-zillx, and 
hence 1D, Zik ~ 1DpZi in X-norm. Since 1DpZik =zip = 1D, ui (k>p) ,  then 
1DpUi = 1DpT, i (Vp E ~) ,  and so ui = zi E X fo l lows .  [ ]  
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose the contrary that [Jail x = 0 but #.(C0) ~ 0 
where Co de=f supp a. Then there exists a sequence Xk E X with Xk(S) E a(s)OBm 
(so, [Ixk(s)ll = la(s)[) such that [Ixkllx < k-12 -g. Put ykde--~fkxk . Consider the 
multifunctions 
k 
s ~ a(s) d-----ef the closure of a(s), s ~ a(s) d_.ef U ak(s), s ~ ak(S) clef ~ [--1, 1]yI(S). 
k>_l l=1 
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Then, a(s) is unbounded for s E Co, since yk(s) = kxk(s) E a(s) and Ilkxk(s)ll -- 
kin(s)[ (Vk). We claim then that there exist x0 E S(O, R m) with supp Xo = Co and 
a subsequence k(j) and Do C Co with #,(O0) ~ 0 such thatjxo(s) E ak(/)(S)for 
s E Do and allj E ~. 
For proving the claim, by R.T. Rockafellar [12] we have the following crucial 
relations in Rm: 
(16) Oa(s)~f{u E ~m: )~U E a(s )~ f U ak(s) (VA > 0)} = 0+In(s)] = O~(s), 
k>l 
where 0+[A] ~f {u E ~m : "u +/~u E A (V/~ ~ 0, V'u E a)}  is the recession cone of 
A [12, p. 61]. In fact, since a(s) is convex symmetric and contains 0, by [12, 
Theorem 8.3, Corollaries 8.3.1, 8.3.2] together with [12, Theorem 6.3] we get 
that 0+[~(s)] = 0+[ri ~(s)], 0+[~(s)] = O~(s), 0+In(s)] c On(s) c Oa(s), and 
ri ~(s) = ri a(s) c a(s) where given A in R m, ri A is the usual relative interior of 
A [12, p. 44]. Then, (16) follows. 
Further, since ~(s) is unbounded 'closed convex' in ~m for s E Co, by the cru- 
cial Theorem 8.4 of R.T. Rockafellar [12, p. 64], 0+[~(s)] is a non-zero subset of 
~m for s E Co. Since On(s) is a linear subspace of R m, hence by the crucial rela- 
tions (16), A(s) ~fOa(s)\Om = O+[~(s)]\Om is non-empty for s E Co where Om is 
the unit open ball of ~m. By the crucial relations (16) A(s) = O~(s)\O,~ = 
[~p E ~ ~2] N [~m\om], and hence, by the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski-Cas- 
taing-Von Neumann-Aumann measurable selection theorems [2, Theorem 
III.30/(a), (d), (c)], [2, Theorem III.40/(1)], the 'closed-valued' multifunction 
s E Co ~ A(s) ~ {~} is a measurable multifunction which has some measurable 
selection, i.e. there exists some x0 E S(O, W ~) such that xo(s) E A(s) (s E Co) 
and = 0 otherwise (in particular, supp x0 = Co). 
Put Dkj ~f {s E Co : jxo (s) E ak (s) }. Then by the definition of Oa (s) from (16), 
Uk>l Dkj = Co (mod 0). Since D1j C D2j C ... C Co, then for each j  we can 
find-k(/') such that Dk(/),jC Co, #,(Co\Dk(j),;)<2-J-l/z,(Co). Put Do def 
Nj>I Dk(i),j. Then we have /~,(Do)> 0, since #, (Co)¢  0 and #,(Co\Do)= 
#*(Uj~I (Co\Dk(i),j) <_ ~ j~ l  #,(Co\Dk(j),j) < ½#,(Co). Hence the claim fol- 
lows. 
Now applying the above claim, we get, by Lemma 3.1/(2), that 0< 
jlllDoXollx <_ E~__ °), [lyzllx - E~('/)I 2-t < 1 (Vj E ~). Contradiction. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Lemma 3.3/(1) follows obviously from the definition of 
11]1 x and the Lot-monotone property of norm of X. 
For proving Lemma 3.3/(2), we put Do = U~=1 Dj, Dj E 92. Put CI = DI~ 
C2=Dz\D I , . . . ,Cp=Dp\U j<pD j. Fix x jES(R  '~) such that xj(s) E 
lcja(s)OBm. Then for x0 ~f ~= 1 xj we get that xo(s) E 19oa(s)OBm, II 1D0a][ x -< 
Ilx011x _< Ilxjllx. By Lemma 3.3/(1), hence, Illo0al] x < ~P=l I[1cj ll x -< 
P 
Proof of Corollary 3.1. Let us to point out again that the vector lattice H with 
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I[ "I[ x defined after the formula (9) is, generally in the case m _> 2, not a normed 
space (so is not a normed vector lattice / pre-ideal space [14]), and so one can- 
not deduce Corollary 3.1 with m > 1 from the classical (m = 1)-version of this 
Corollary (see e.g. [14, Lemma 3.1.2]). 
Fortunately, we have proven that the inf-functional I['l[ x satisfies the condi- 
tions such as in Theorem 3.3 and in Lemma 3.3, and these conditions are in turn 
sufficient for proving Corollary 3.1 with m > 1. Later on we shall mimic the 
proof of the (m = 1)-version of this Corollary, but for the inf-functional I]" II x. 
Assume the contrary that Corollary 3.1 is wrong. Then by passing to a sub- 
sequence, we can assume that there exist a sequence Dk E 92 and a number 
OO e > 0 such that [I1D~I[ x _< 2-k,#,(Ok) _> e > 0. Put D, def Nk~__l Up=k+l  Dp. 
def k + l 
Further put Gkl = Uj'-k+t (Dj C~ D,). Then, there exists a number l(k) such 
OO that #,(D,\G~,t(k)) < 2 --k- 1. Put Ck d_ef ~p=k+l Gp,t(p). By Lemma 3.3, 
p + t(p) p + t(p) 
I[1c~[[ x -< II1G~,,w~[I x-< Z I]lDjn~,ll x -< Z 
j=p+ 1 j=p+ 1 
IllD:ll x < 2-p (Vp > ~). 
Hence, I[ 1 c~ [I x = 0 (Vk 6 ~). By Theorem 3.3 for the inf-functional II"[I x, we get 
then #,(Ck) = 0 (Vk c [~). Therefore, #,(D,) = #*(U~=1 ck) = 0 that contra- 
dictstheinequality: #,(D,)=~ina #,(U~=k+ 1Dp)>_ e > O. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.4/(1). Note that by (10) of Lemma 3.2 for G, we get the re- 
lation (12) for G where g2n ~f supp G,. First assume that xk E X converges in #,. 
Put Okth d_ef {S C supp X : ~(s ,  xk(s) - xt(s)) > h}, Ckt~ d_ef {s E supp X : 
def 
Ilxk(s) - xl(s)l I > c}, and Ahc = U~.d.h>c Y2n (h c > 0). Then by (12) we get that 
#, [Ahc N Dklh] <_ #, [Ah~ n Ckt~] < #, [Cktc]. Fix h > 0. Then, given e > 0, there 
exists cl > 0 such that #,(supp X\Ahc~) < e/2. Since xk E X converges in #,, 
there exists N>0 such that #,[Ck/~,] <e/2  (Vk, l>N) .  Therefore, k , l>  
N ==~ #, [Ahc, n Dkth] < e/2 ==~ #, [Dkth] < e. 
The converse statement is proved by the same way via using (12). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.4/(2). Note that by (10) of Lemma 3.2 for Gn we get the 
relation (12) for G where J2n d__ef supp G~. First assume that A/" C X is bounded in 
def def 
#,. PutOxh = {s E supp X:  ~a(s,x(s)) > h}, Cxc = {s E supp X:  Ilx(s)ll > c}, 
and Ahede~ U,:a,h>_c $2, (h,c > 0). Then by (12) we get that #,[AhcnDxh] <_ 
#, [Ahc n Cxc] < #, [Cx~]. Since A: c X is bounded in #,, given e > 0, there exists 
co>0 such that #,[Cx~o] <e/2  (VxCA/'). Choose h0>0 such that 
#, (supp X\Ahoco) < e/2. Then, x C .IV" ~ #, [Ahoco A Dxho] < e/2 ==~ #, [Dxho] < 
C. 
The converse statement is proved by the same way via using (12). [] 
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